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OVERTHROW ON STEAL AT SECOND (ONE RUNNER, ONE UMPIRE)

Bue UmDire - As soon as the ball goes by the fielder, break for third, watching the ball.
If the runner goes, stay ahead of him. If he breaks and then goes back to second, go
back with him. If you cannot beat the runner into 3rd, fight for an angle and get set for
the play.

Plate Umvire - Stay at home, should the runner try to score on an overthrow at
third base.

OVERTHROW ON STEAL
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PICKOFF AT FIRST
RUNNERS ON FIRST AND SECOND. BASES WADED

Base Umpire - You have the play at first base. It's basically the same as a pickoff attempt
at first base with a runner on first only. The difference is that you go directly to the back
edge of the pitcher's mound towards the 45' lane, which opens up the angle
automatically. Stay aware of what the lead runner is doing. Watch the ball and let it take
you to the play.

Plate VmDire - Step out and watch the play. You have the ball on an overthrow but do
not stray too far away from the plate because of the possibility of the lead runner coming
home on the play.
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PICKOFF AT SECOND
RUNNER ON SECOND BASE ONLY

Both umpires have the same responsiblities as a pickoff at first and an overthrow on a
pickoff (The plate umpire won't have to go with an overthrow into center field. He can stay
at home and watch the ball.).

PICKOFF AT SECOND
RUNNER ON SECOND
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STEAL AT SECOND
RUNNERS ON FIRST

Baae VmDire - The basic movement is the same as a steal of 28 from
only. The important thing to remember with a runner on third is to
catcher throws to second. It is better to be a step short on the tag play at
be about 80 feet from a close tag play at third.

Plate Umvire - Call the pitch, watch for interference on the batter, and step out from
behind home plate. Stay at home for a possible play at the plate.

STEAL AT SECOND
RUNNERS ON FIRST AND THIRD
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AND THIRD

a runner on 1B
make sure the
second, than to
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STEAL AT THIRD
RUNNER ON SECOND BASE ONLY
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STEAL AT THIRD
---------
RUNNNER ON SECOND BASE ONLY

Baae UmvUe - As the pitch is delivered, glance back over the right shoulder to see if
the runner is breaking to third base. If he does break, move toward third, watching the
pitch to the plate. Watch the throw into third and let it turn you into the play. In a
double steal situation (runners stealing second and third at once), don't break with the
runner going into third. Take a quick crossover step to center yourself between 2nd and
3rd, make sure where the ball is going, then react. Do not get into a foot race with the
runner stealing 3rd. Fight for an angle by moving toward an imaginary 45-foot mark on
the third base line. Get set and make the call.

Plate UmDlre - Duties are the same as in other steal situations.
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RUNNER FIRST TO THIRD

Ba.e Umutre - With a runner on first, you are responsible for the runner touching
second base and the batter-runner touching first base. When the ball goes to the
outfield, turn with the ball and center yourself at the back of the mound. As the
outfielder comes up throwing the ball, the base umpire should react to second base if the
ball is thrown directly to the base. If the outfielder throws directly to first base, react
directly to first base. If the ball is cut off, let the throw take you to IB or 2B. If the throw
goes to 38, the plate umpire has responsibility for the runner into 3B. As the outfielder
comes up throwing, face the ball and break to the base. Glance at the batter-runner and
break to the base to which he's advancing/retreating. The most important thing to
remember is to watch the ball. It will take you to the right place.

Plate Umulre - The runner advancing from fU"st to third base is your responsibility. The
plate umpire should move about 3/4 of the way up to third base in foul territory. If you
have:
Ball and Runner - move into the 3rd base cutout and communicate to your partner
"I've got 3rdl I've got 3rdl"
Ball - Maintain your position 3/4 of the way up the 3rd baseline and in foul territory.
Continue to face the ball.
Runner Onlu - Go home and communicate to your partner "I'm going homel I'm

.. ...Runner 0,11"
going home!"

RUNNER FIRST TO THIRD
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RUNNER FIRST TO THIRD:
FAIR/FOUL, CATCH/NO CATCH FOR PLATE UMPIRE

RUNNER FIRST TO THIRD:
FAIR/FOUL, CATCH/NO CATCH FOR PLATE UMPIRE

BALL OR THIRD BASE LINE - Responsibilities are the same for both umpires
except that the plate umpire comes up the 3rd base line to make the call. Plate
umpire: as the ball is hit up the 38 line, get to the line, STAY on the line and
continue up to the 3rd base area (3/4 of the way).

Plate UmDiJ'e - The plate umpire has fair/foul, catch/no catch. If the ball is up the 18
line (remains in the INF), the plate umpire will move up the 18 line with the ball and the
base umpire will take the runner from 18 to 38. If the ball is hit up the right field line (to
the OF), the plate umpire will move up the line and communicate to his
partner "I'm on the linel I'm on the line!" Make the call and return home. Once again
the base umpire will take the runner on first to third.
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DOUBLE PLAYS

Ba.e UmDire - Step up with the foot on the side that the ball is hit (SS - right foot, 2B -
left foot). Step up, turn with the ball. As the ball gets to second base, watch the play. See
the play at 2B in a standing set. Register the out or safe on the move toward lB.
Crosstep toward the 45-foot line and assume a regular set position for the play at first.
Let the throw to first turn your head and body square to first base. If the runner at
second base was safe, go back into second base and sell the call again explaining why he
was safe. The Base Umpire is responsible for enforcing the Force Play/Slide Rule up
until the point where the fielder releases the throw to first base. Remember that the Plate
Umpire is no longer in position to assist with plays at First Base. You must try to get the
best possible angle on the play at First Base. This is achieved by always heading towards
the 45 foot lane.

Plate UmDUe - Move up to the left edge of the pitcher's mound. Your responsibility is to
ensure that there was no illegal contact by the runner after the throw and to assist the
Base Umpire in enforcing the Force Play/Slide Rule.

DOUBLE PLAY
RUNNER ON FIRST

BALL SECOND TO FIRST
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DOUBLE PLAY
RUNNERS ON FIRST AND SECOND

u
DOUBLE PLAY

RUNNERS ON FIRST AND SECOND
THIRD TO FIRSTBALL
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REVERSE DOUBLE PLAY FIRST
TO SECOND, NO FORCE

Base Umoire - As the first baseman fields the ball move a little toward first. As soon as he
has control of the ball and is moving towards the bag, start back towards second. Watch
the first baseman touch the base and call the play at first on the move. This should leave
you open to the throw to second and ahead of the runner. Watch the ball and get set for
the play.
If the ball is hit softly to the first baseman, he bobbles the ball, or if the pitcher has to
cover flI"st, odds are against a play at second. In that case, react to first base because that
should be your only play.

Plate UmDire - Get to the fIrst baseline for the fair/foul decsion. Make the call and be
able to get into position for a call at Third Base in the event the runner on attempts to
advance.

REVERSE DOUBLE PLAY
FIRST TO SECOND, NO FORCE
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TAG PLAY
RUNNERS ON FIRST AND SECOND

Bue UmDUe . You have responsibility for runners tagging at flrst, first and second, or
second base only. Line the runner tagging up with the fielder catching the ball, ego on a
fly ball to RF, move to the edge of the infield grass between 2nd and 3rd. After the catch,
glance at the runner at lB. If he was tagging and was very close to the base after the
catch, consider him to have tagged safely. It is very important that you know if the
outfielder actually caught the ball (ie. voluntary release, etc.) As the ball is thrown from
the OF, the rest of your movements are the same as on. a runner going from first to third
base. Keep in mind: you don't have a tag play until a runner goes back to the base to
tag. When he does, then move to line up the t~.

With a runner on first base only, the runner will go halfway to second on a ball hit to
the outfield. Center yourself behind the mound, see the catch, and drift toward first
base.

Plate UmDire - With runners on 1st & 2nd, move up the 3rd base line. As you see the
runner(s) go back to tag, communicate to your partner: "I've got third if he comesl" If
the runner at second goes to third, yell: "I've got thirdl I've got thirdl" as you move into
the cutout at third for the play. **Remember*- If the fly ball to the OF is dropped, the
plate umpire should immediately communicate "I'm going homel I'm going homel"
because the base umpire always has all force plays within the infield.

AND SECOND
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II TAG PLAY BASES
LOADED. Base Umvire - You have all tag -ups at second and first and all plays on the bases.. Let the ball take you to your play.

Plate Umpire. .- Youha'

TAG PLAY
BASES LOADED

~-u

lve the tag-up at third and plays at the plate.
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